
 

Recognition  
Overview of Current Practice and QA48 
Current Practice  

• Rep of the Month Award- Anyone including reps themselves can nominate a rep to be 
awarded the Rep of the Month Award, this award is given out to reps who go above and 
beyond in their role. They are rewarded with a published interview on the SU website 
exploring why they are a rep and what makes them outstanding, a LinkedIn 
recommendation and a certificate. 

• Education Awards- Reps can be nominated for two awards at the annual University/SU 
Education Awards either Academic Rep of the Year or SSLC Chair of the year. Academic 
Reps are invited to attend an awards ceremony with a dinner. Reps who win in their 
category will receive a certificate and a trophy when they win.  

• The SU provides all Academic Reps with a branded hoodie (although these are currently 
being reviewed).  

Feedback from Consultation Phase 1 
Motivations for becoming an Academic Rep were categorised as follows: 

• 53 commented on wanting to represent their cohort or give others a voice. 
• 35 thought that the role would look good on their CV or help them to develop skills for their 

professional development. 
• 22 commented on wanting to be part of the change, helping others or the importance of 

there being a student voice. 
• 21 commented on wanting to be involved in improving the course for their peers. 
• 19 wanted to gain more insight into how their department, Faculty/School or the University 

worked and how decisions are made. 
• 14 commented more generally on wanting to improve the student experience. 
• Other reasons included, having been an Academic Rep (or similar roles) in the past, wanting 

to use it as an opportunity to meet other people or that no one else wanted to do it on their 
course. 

Valued by % Definitely/ Mostly 
agree 

% Neither 
agree or 
disagree 

% Definitely/ 
Mostly 
disagree 

Staff within my Department, School or 
Faculty I engage with 

83% 12% 5% 

The University 59% 30% 12% 
The SU 69% 24% 7% 
The students I represent 70% 25% 6% 

 

Ideas given by Academic Reps for improvements of recognition given included:  

• Clearer criteria for the Rep of the Month awards. 



 

• Promoting to students who their Academic Reps are (email, poster, introduction sessions 
organised by the Department). 

• SSLC staff members to nominate Academic Reps for awards. 
• Opportunities to speak directly with University Senior Management and key staff in 

Departments (outside of SSLCs). 
• Certificates for all Academic Reps to acknowledge them undertaking the role. 
• Academic Rep Awards at the end of the year. 
• Rewards such as discounts in on-campus outlets for Academic Reps and Academic Rep 

merchandise (hoodies). 
• Shout about changes Academic Reps have made for their students. 
• Emails from Director of Studies to Academic Reps at the end of the year to say thank you. 
• Social events. 

Examples given by staff of what they are currently aware of with regards to reward and recognition 
of Academic Reps included:  

• Taking action on the issues that Academic Reps raise at meetings.  
• Letters from the Department/staff for Academic Reps in recognition of their work.  
• Nominations for the Education Awards (perceived by staff as SU Awards).  
• References for placements and jobs.  
• Prizes for graduating students – often Academic Reps will receive a prize due to their 
contribution to their course.  
• Food and drink at in person meetings.  
• Many respondents were either not aware of any specific reward or recognition or did not 
think that their Department did anything.  

 
Ideas for further reward and recognition included:  

• Reference on degree transcripts, a reference from the University, or LinkedIn endorsements.  
• Rep of the Year Award (UG and PG) [Note: this currently happens].  
• Social events.  
• Some form of accreditation or award.  
• Workload modelling, adjustment in studies to compensate for time spent in role.  
• Making a difference is their reward.  
• Record of what they achieved in role (training attended, number of meetings attended, 
changes made).  

 

Faculty Rep Recognition 

The majority of Faculty Reps agree that they are recognised for their role (any which are under 100% 
the remaining 20% respondents selected ‘neither agree or disagree’), no Faculty Reps actively 
disagreed.  
Recognition by  % Definitely/Mostly 

agree  
Staff within the School or Faculty I engage with  100%  
The University  80%  
The SU  100%  
The students I represent  80%  
  
Ideas given by Faculty Reps for improvements of recognition given included incentives 
(e.g. discounts), certificate, formal training, hoodies and communication and promotion of role to 



 

Academic Reps and wider student body (e.g. at induction, roadshow in department areas, SU 
Activities Fair).  
Faculty Reps commented that they had gained the following through their role:  

• Experience.  
• Insight into how Faculty/School/University works.  
• Networking.  
• Skills development – meeting management, interaction, persuasion, confidence, teamwork, 
building solutions.  
• Join in campaign activity.  
• Working with senior staff.  

 

Examples of Sector Practices 
SPARQS Recognition and Accreditation Guidance  

In SPARQS Recognition and Accreditation of Academic Reps Guidance they detail how students are 
altruistic and step up to become Academic Reps, and that “For representatives to be able to do their 
job effectively, it is important that they are able to undertake their responsibilities in a way that on a 
basic level doesn’t inconvenience them or impose undue pressure on them, but on a more 
advanced level makes participation beneficial and rewarding to them.”  make the argument that 
SU’s and Universities should not depend solely on students instincts to be altruistic.  

In SPARQS paper they explore and give examples of best practices of the different forms of 
recognition/accreditation, these are: 

• Expenses- i.e. lunch vouchers  
• Internal Accreditation- University Internally Accredited Award 
• External Accreditation- Accreditation provided by an external body  
• Open Badges Scheme- badges given for different achievements  
• Higher Education Achievement Report (HEAR)  
• Certification- gold, silver bronze reps 
• Rewards and Bonuses- Hoodies, socials etc  
• Coaching, mentoring or personal development planning  

Worcester SU Accreditation Scheme- reps must fulfil certain criteria such as attending so many 
meetings and logging volunteering hours on their website, but also submit a 500word reflective 
piece on being a rep.  

Cardiff SU dashboard- Uses data from the year to create a post for each school showing the 
engagement and impacts of students/reps. 

Proposals: for discussion  
• Recognition on transcript of Academic Representation activity. 
• Investigate provision of HEA accreditation for Doctoral Reps. 
• A review of the awards and accreditation for Academic Reps.   

https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/ch/Accreditation%20and%20Recognition%20Guidance.pdf
http://www.hear.ac.uk/
https://www.worcsu.com/pageassets/yourvoice/reps/coursereps/accreditation/Course-Rep-Accreditation-Scheme-Factsheet-2020-21.pdf
https://www.cardiffstudents.com/pageassets/your-voice/academic-reps/resources/PSE-19-20.pdf

